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Abstract. Small business consists of developing an object for the development of products
(services) with the formation of an attribute of the legal system of logistics, analyzing its elements,
reducing the volume of substandard products (services), preventing bankruptcy, introducing
a reliable market system, and increasing the efficiency of resource use.
Аннотация. Юридическое сопровождение малого бизнеса состоит из разработки
объекта развития продуктов (услуг) с формированием атрибута правовой системы работы
бизнеса, анализа ее элементов, сокращения объема некачественных продуктов (услуг),
предотвращения банкротства, внедрения надежной рыночной системы, повышения
эффективности использования ресурсов.
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юридическая

логистика,

The increase in low-quality products (services) leads to an increase in unnecessary costs, loss
of consumer confidence, declining living standards, deteriorating environmental conditions and
public health, increasing bankruptcy and weakening the country.
According to world experience, the locomotive of economic development is small business
and private entrepreneurship, and a lot of research is being done to develop this area. However,
scientists are constantly working to create a perfect legal basis for the development of this area. In
addition, the development of the industry in the relationship between the object and the subject to
their bankruptcy often depends on the ability of the head of the object, the experience of office work
and the need to support it. The fault of the object is often that in the development of development
projects, the entity that manages the product (service) is prosecuted on the basis of evidence against
it, without the power to protect it when something goes wrong without creating a legal basis. As a
result, the object will be held legally liable for its own fault. The newly started facility will continue
to develop with intermittent sway in the field to replace it.
In a new entrepreneur, experience is less than in the old one, and development is somewhat
slowed down. But due to this slowdown, product prices will rise. The development of legal logistics
of the entrepreneur here requires a scientific approach to this area. If the old experienced
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entrepreneur has a perfect legal basis, it is possible to continue the development of the object
without interruption.
The main task of small business legal logistics is to deal with improving the legal framework
for the development of facilities, saving them from bankruptcy, and the formation of the legal
framework attribute with a scientific approach to this area.
If the object develops a legal attribute and has an equal legal balance before the subject, the
situation can be justified as a product of natural changes. The attribute of small business legal
logistics is the emergence of offense attributes in the creation of a new product (service) without
creating a legal basis for its implementation, creating obstacles to the development of the business
object. If it cannot withstand these resistances, the business entity may go bankrupt. Therefore, the
development of the small business legal logistics attribute, which is implemented after the
development of the legal framework for each developed new product (service), prevents huge
losses. This condition is present for a certain area of development subjects, whose support
significantly reduces the breakdown of SBO.
The practice of legal logistics attribute by lawyers often deviates from the interests of the
object and does not contribute to its development. But the development of the SBO facility plays a
big role in the country’s economy. Therefore, the development of elements of the legal logistics
attributes in the object itself and its protection by law have a significant impact on economic
development.
The main focus in the legal logistics attribute is to focus on the process of improvement of
each created technology, the development of restrictions on its impact on the environment in the
production of goods (services). Develop a legal framework for car service and reduce the number of
traffic accidents. If this attribute is certified and implemented, the consumer must have confidence
and the object must have legal protection. Of course, the created attributes are created by scientific
research and skilled labor. The fee for this must be paid by the object and the object must be able to
sell the product to the buyer.
A legal logistic attribute of an object is a set of normative bases, proofs, and evidence that the
SBO has the right to sell that product (service). If this legal logistics attribute is to be developed by
an object, it must be protected by consumers through advertising. If a consumer likes a product
(service) that has this legal logistical attribute, he will definitely try to buy it.
The legal logistics attribute leads to consumer confidence, increases the buyer, on the other
hand, increases the responsibility of the manufacturer. For example, if this is the case in the case of
watermelons in agriculture, the seller will usually show a good product and sell a poor quality
product for those who do not know the quality of the product.
As a result, people lose confidence in the product (service) and refuse to buy it, even if it is
good (some affected buyers). If this farmer develops the legal attribute of the sweetness of
watermelon in the process of farming and loses the tasteless watermelons in the process of activity,
buyers will increase their confidence in its product and will agree even if the price rises.
In-car service, if the service provider has a legal artrebut, consumers will come looking for it
from anywhere. When the right to create a legal attribute is given to lawyers, they impede the
development of the object in order to protect the rights of consumers by developing sanctions
without entering into the process, resulting in increased elements of bankruptcy at the facilities. In
our opinion, the creation of a legal attribute in the process of developing a product (service) inspires
great efficiency and confidence in society. Development of a legal attribute in the activities of the
object in all areas, the imposition of sanctions for non-compliance with the norms of legal logistics
attribute ensures the development of small business and entrepreneurship, protects the object from
bankruptcy.
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Reduces the volume of poor quality product (service) before breakdown. Mandatory
implementation of this does not give good results, but if the object has a legal logistical attribute, it
is very effective to promote it through price, advertising, taxes. Development of legal logistics
attributes for scientific substantiation of the small business objects in accordance with the
requirements and in this process based on the interests of the consumer, office work, pricing,
organization of services, differentiation of quality criteria, development of types of obligations to
responsible persons. By developing and improving the elements of the legal attribute, its range can
be expanded, the development of small business legal logistics with the application of protective
sanctions can increase its status.
The development of the small business legal logistics attribute is aimed at ensuring the
reliability of the product (service) market. In the developed United States, a training center has been
established for every 50 square miles. The center teaches the business entity, trains it, controls its
activities, and tries to expand its activities. The tip of it is that the object pays for the small business
development center. The center will establish research and collaboration with scientists to develop
their field. We called a different keyword from the activities of the center a legal logistics attribute
and its elements:
- technical suitability for work performed with equipment, compliance with speed standards,
workability of the executor;
- transfer the work performed to the consumer and satisfy him;
- level of product (service) quality and reasonable price.
Adherence to these legal logistic attribute elements is protected by the country’s
administrative and criminal procedural liability law. In order to control the implementation of this
legal logistics attribute in small businesses, logistics centers should be established in the regions.
The main task of the logistics center is to develop a quality product (service) by introducing a legal
logistics attribute to all SBOs in its territory, to sanction illegal products and services. The state
should bring the following issues to the attention of the authorities:
1. Formation of a list of legal logistics attributes of small business facilities producing all
products (services) in the region;
2. SBOs to determine the level of quality of the product (service), to set consumer demand for
it;
3. Monitoring the implementation of issues related to human life and the environment by the
SBO and assisting them in the formation of a legal logistics attribute;
4. Organize the centers to communicate with each other by industry;
5. Removal of substandard products (services) from the market;
6. Educate new SBOs and assist in the formation of a legal logistics attribute for their
products (services);
7. Quarterly or on-demand publication in their own journals, assessing the legal logistical
attribute of the products (services) produced.
8. Establish cooperation with universities to improve the quality of products (services).
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